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CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS 

 

Western Gold Theatre is seeking submissions of plays for the May edition of their Virtual Gold 

Series.  In honour of Asian Heritage month, WGT is seeking scripts by writers who identify as 

Asian or Asian-Canadian.  The chosen script will be given a very brief rehearsal period with 

actors and a director. The play will be presented to the public as an online workshop 

performance within the month of May. The successful script should be no more than 60 minutes 

in length. 

The successful script should have one or more of the following criteria: 
-Highlight and/or celebrate Asian heritage 
-Give opportunities to Asian artists 
-Give opportunities to Senior artists 
-Fulfill any of Western Gold Theatre’s Mandates or Objectives (listed below) 
 
The chosen playwright will receive a minimum honorarium of $200.  
Deadline to submit is April 23rd.   
Please email your submissions to literary@westerngoldtheatre.org 
 
MANDATE:  
Western Gold Theatre Society is a professional company of established senior theatre artists 
(age 55+) committed to producing plays of the highest quality and relevance to audiences of all 
ages. As part of this mandate Western Gold also mentors emerging younger professional artists 
as they ‘share the boards’ with us. We present both theatre classics and newly commissioned 
Canadian works that reflect and illuminate the rich experience of our senior community. The 
one thing all productions have in common and which guides our artistic choices is the all-
important theme of how all of us embrace and/or confront our lives and the passage of time. 
 
OBJECTIVES:  
To create a range of opportunities for senior artists to continue their life-long work. 
To mentor emerging artists in all aspects of the performing arts. 
To engage audiences of all ages and backgrounds in theatrical performances by senior artists. 
To encourage conversation amongst the Canadian public on the impact and joys of aging. 
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